
 

 

 

Mercedes-Benz ATK Pro Series Brings Next Level Racing 

 

Cape Town, 9th March 2021  

Ninety five of the best sim racers in South Africa lined up on Sunday and Monday for Round 

0, better known as the Division Qualifying of the Mercedes-Benz ATK Pro Series. Multiple 30 

minute hot lap sessions were set to establish the classification for the start of the season on 

Sunday 21st March.  

A groundbreaking start to the South African sim racing season with Mercedes-Benz South 

Africa on board as the title sponsor and MSA (Motorsport South Africa) as the official 

governing body with the implementation of the new eLicence system. All the competitors 

are spearheading for the grand finale for their chance to represent South Africa at the FIA 

Motorsport Games later this year.  

The Mercedes-Benz ATK Pro Series kicked off for the PC gamers on Sunday at Laguna Seca, 

with the Playstation drivers fighting it out on Monday at the Circuit de Barcelona – 

Catalunya. 

In the months leading up to the start of the Mercedes-Benz ATK Pro Series, the game 

Assetto Corsa Competizione created a frenzy in preferred cars for the sim racers. Whereas 

2020 was the year of Porsche and Audi, this year the Mercedes-Benz, Bentley and Honda 

GT-3’s are the weapons of choice by most competitors. “It’s all about the changes in BOP 

(Balance of Power) and the new spec models that came available in the game” ATK’s Race 

Director Jonathan Bentz explains.  

The Californian Laguna Seca circuit was a perfect fit for the qualifying round. “It’s a track 

that is not very favourable for racing battles; it sure was a perfect ground for close 

qualifying” Ernest Page (race presenter) elaborates. The top xx qualified within 1 second and 

it’s a testament of what we can expect for the 6 rounds series to come. 

Jordan Sherratt lived up to expectation as he became the master of the first event of the 

year. The ATK Athlete was the only SIM Racer who nonchalantly broke the 1:20 barrier. He 

entered the 30 minute session late, and instantly declassified the whole field with only a 

handful of laps.  

Newcomers to the Mercedes-Benz ATK Pro Series, Daniel Rowe, Alleric Enslin and Shaun 

Strydom showed instant pace and are expected to take on the fight for the series.  

 



 

 

 

Thrill and excitement is guaranteed over the next 6 rounds to follow. With a mandatory pit 

stop and a win ballast of up to 80 kgs, a more level playing field can be expected. The 

gamers are also given the opportunity to switch manufacturers at the halfway point of the 

series.  

The strong GT-Sport community joined together on Monday evening for their Division 

Qualifying session at the Circuit de Barcelona – Catalunya. In contrast to the ACC gamers, 

the GT-Sport competitors made use of the in-game Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG GT3 (2011) to 

set their times. It was down to pure skill and technique, with no permittance of car 

modifications nor in-game assists. 

The technical Barcelona track is known for its unfavourable conditions for overtaking, 

requiring skill for the  GT-Sport drivers to master.  

The three division sessions were evenly spread, but two racers appeared to have alien-like 

skills. Dean Nortje (DMRe_Deano) and Kyle Oosthuizen (RTA_Saffa) were the only two who 

succeeded in 1:43 seconds. Dean Nortje finished as the fastest man of the evening with an 

extraordinary time of 1:43,846. Based on the current times set by racers across both 

divisions, close competition can be expected over this prestigious series. 

The action approaches as all racers across the series line up for Round 1 of the 

Mercedes-Benz ATK Pro Series. Round 1 of the Mercedes-Benz ATK Pro Series kicks off on 

Sunday the 21st of March 2021 for the ACC drivers at the italian Imola track. ACC Raceday 

will see competition for two divisions namely the Pro and Pro AM class. The GT-Sport drivers 

will battle it out in three division heats on Monday evening, 22nd March at the US based Blue 

Moon Bay Speedway. 

 

 

 


